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Abstract 
To introduce the advance of PLCBUS protocol, Using the Chip of PLCBUS-9402393 designs the intelligent lighting 
system, including transmitter, receiver, illumination transducer by controlling circuit Automatically. At the same time 
given the experimental test of lighting control energy conservation system in classroom. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, as the reform of college logistical services from government to society and the work of 
"energy conservation and emission reduction are getting deeper and deeper, people put forward to a higher 
requirement and scientific management for energy-saving lamps. The application of the Intelligence 
lighting system is used widely in campus. 
Traditional lighting system works in the day and be dark at night. But the lamps can be turned off by 
intelligent lighting control system at different place and time. The lamps can be opened automatically if it 
is necessary. At the same time the natural light can be fully used with the lighting system automatically. In 
order to adjust indoor illumination, the control system realizes the different working mode in different 
place. It can reduce the lamps working time effectively. It can save the unnecessary energy, and extend the 
life of lamps at the same time. 
2. The intelligent lighting system based on PLCBUS protocol  
A. PLCBUS Protocol 
PLCBUS technology (Electric power line communication bus) is a new kind of low voltage electric 
and two-way communication bandwidth, transmit control commands at 200 bit/s rate in the physics which 
can satisfy the requirements of the electrical control. 
PLCBUS is a signal which makes high voltage recharge through a capacitor, then it can release the 
electric power to the line in a very precise time.  Rapid capacitance discharge will produce electric power 
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pulse so that the PLCBUS signal can be passed far away. Every half the speed of 50Hz of the sinusoidal 
periodic can deliver a PLCBUS pulse signal, PLCBUS pulse signal shows in one place of 4 fixed positions 
in the half sinusoidal periodic . Each position can carry 2 bit of information, and in the speed of 50Hz, it is 
1s that can transmit 200 bit data. As shown in figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. PLCBUS pulse. 
PLCBUS pulse signal lies right in the second half cycle of the half-wave of the electric force line. 
Because the second half cycle’s energy goes down, the noise the electric force line of this region is much 
smaller than the first half of the cycle. 
PLCBUS technology advantages: 
(1)The reliability. PLCBUS Protocol is using frequency and broad-spectrum technology to produce a very 
strong electric power of communication signals, which has strong anti-interference, the way of receiving 
rate is much more reliable than sending signals. In the signal of transmission of receiving, PLCBUS 
technology is 100 ~ 1 000 times as x-10 technology. (2)Super speed and controlling at random. When the 
speed of controlling PLCBUS signal transmission is  20 ~ 40 times as x-10 technology. This is equivalent 
to complete ten instructions per Second, each instruction uses 0.1 second from the launch to be carried 
out. It can be almost realized when it is controlled. (3)Two-way communication and the feedback of the 
states. The functions of two-way communication can let the control device truly show the feedback state 
of the switch signals, in order to determine whether the signal of switch control command is implemented 
correctly. PLCBUS technology 100% two-way communication function, it can also achieve by setting 
various mode and control by using the computer. 
(4) Various Address. (5) Long distance transmission. 
B. PLCBUS Chip 
x Structure chart 
 
 
 
x pin Explanation 
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TABLE I. pin Explanation 
1 LED1 Driver 12 Load 1 Relay/Triac Driver 
2 LED2 Driver 13 Load 2 Relay/Triac Driver 
3 Power Line Synchronous Wave Output 14 
+5V Power Supply Output 
 
4 Power Line Synchronous Wave Input 15 Ground (Needing connect to Neutral˅ 
5 Keystroke enter K1 16 Power Supply Capacitance Input 
6 Keystroke enter K2 17 Positive Pole of Constant Voltage Diode 
7 Keystroke enter K3 18 +12V Power Supply Output 
8 Keystroke enter K4 19 Neutral (Needing connect to Neutral Input directly ) 
9 NP 20 Tune Capacitance 
10 I²C Communication SDA 21 Tune Capacitance 
11 I²C Communication SCL 22 Live Wire  
C. The Component of the Intelligent Lighting System  
The system is mainly made up with three parts: transmitter, receiver and system equipment. 
Transmitter is mainly launching PLCBUS control signal to receiver through electric line of force by the 
control of the receiver, so as to control lamps and electric indirectly. The main function of receiver is 
receiving the PLCBUS control signal from the electric line. While it is carrying out the related commands 
to control. The auxiliary equipment system is mainly to coordinate the transmitter at the same time it can 
achieve to control auxiliary. For the particularity of PPM communication through PLCBUS. The receivers 
can easily restore the PLCBUS coding. 
x Transmitter. Emitter circuits are shown in figure 2. Button K1ˈK2ˈK3ˈK4 can make each send 
different address control commands through the pre-installment of the chip. For example you install 
K1 trigger to transmit (B1 on) command of the chip to electric power line when you press button K1. 
The module transmits command (B1 on) to the switch of the related return circuit. Address B1 will 
turn off and the light will be on. Alternatively if you install K2 trigger the chip transmits B1 off 
command when you press the K2. The module transmits (B1 off) command to the switch of the 
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related return circuit will turn on and the light will be off. The 10 or 11 of the chips which 
communicate through PC or MCU connected by pin. It can complete the function including sending 
out control commands to the set of modules chips. 
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Figure 2.  PLCBUS transmitter. 
x Illumination transducer by controlling circuit automatically. Circuit is shown in figure 3. Illumination 
sensor is used On9668 as a sensor. It is an OEIC sensor that can be adjusted threshold by light control 
button. The button K1ˈK2ˈK3ˈK4 in control module circuit is taken place by illuminate 
transducer circuit. 5ˈ6ˈ7ˈ8 each pins of chip PLCBUS-9402393 is connected with an illuminate 
sensor. When it reached ambient brightness of the illumination sensor by Uadj setting scale. OUT 
pins will connect the single shot trigger and it will output high electric level or low electric level, so 
that the process that the pulse signals will be outputted from Q and inputted to the pin 5ˈ6ˈ7ˈ8 of 
chip (PLCBUS-9402393) . The signal to the trigger any of the button K1ˈK2ˈK3ˈK4 of the 
control module circuit. K1ˈK2ˈK3ˈK4 button can be controlled by illumination sensor. When 
one module can link with four sensors by setting the modules at the most, lighting illumination sensor 
will response by pre-installment module which send instructions to make the related circuits in state 
of ON-or off ---the-light will be on or off. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Illumination automatic control circuit Sensor. 
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x Receiver. The modules accept the commands from electric line of force and it can judge whether the 
destination address is the module one or not. If they match it will be accepted. It controls the two 
circuits alternatively according to the commands so that the lights will be on or off. Circuit is shown 
in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. PLCBUS receiver . 
3. the experimental test of lighting control energy conservation system in classroom 
There are four classrooms in the teaching building. All classrooms are in south with windows on one 
side. Each classroom has two ways of switches to control the lamps of area A and area B. Each way of 
lighting has a receiver switch box on the wall in classroom. 
The intelligent lighting installation is shown in figure 5. The address of the receiver set as shown in 
table 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. the intelligent lighting installation . 
TABLE II. the address of the receiver  
class Area Address 1 Address 2 Address 3 main Address  User code 
1 A A1 B1 C1 D1 D1 
1 B A1 B2 C1 D2 D1 
2 A A2 B1 C1 D3 D1 
2 B A2 B2 C1 D4 D1 
3 A A3 C1 C2 D5 D1 
3 B A3 C2 C2 D6 D1 
4 A A4 C1 C2 D7 D1 
4 B A4 C2 C2 D8 D1 
Passageway
Class 1           Class 2              Class 3           Class 4
Sensor
Area B
Area AArea A Area A
Area BArea B Area B
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If the receivers’ address 1 is the same, the lights can be controlled in one classroom. When the address 
2 are the same in classroom 1 and classroom 2 or classroom 3   and classroom 4, the same area lamps can 
be controlled in two classrooms. If the address3 are the same in classroom 1 and classroom 2 or 
classroom3 and classroom 4, the lights in two classrooms can be controlled. If all receivers’ numbers are 
the same, the lights in all classroom can be controlled. Each receiver has different primary address in order 
to control each circuit lights.Address1ǃ2ǃ3 is called vice-address, or scene address. You can add vice 
addresses simple to control the different setting modules. Each receiver can set 16 circuits vice-addresses at 
the most.  
Illumination sensor and transmitting control modules can be installed in classroom area 1 of A and area 
B and in classroom 3 of area A and area B. so that the light can be controlled automatically. The 
instructions are shown in table 3. 
TABLE III. send control module control instructions  
Send control module Control 
address 
control range 
Class 1 area A B1 Class 1, 2 area A 
Class 1 area B B2 Class 1, 2 area B 
Class 3 area A C1 Class 3, 4 area A 
Class 13area B C2 Class 3, 4 area A 
The switch of each circuit lamps can be controlled modules of the transmitting. For example, if the 
illumination scale of area A in classroom 1 is less than 200lx, the transducer will send the signal of 
transmitting control modules to open address B1. So the receiver modules of this address control this 
circuit, then the lamps will be on. On the contrary if the illumination scale is more than 500lx, the 
transducer will send the signal of transmitting control modules to turn address B1 off and the lights of area 
A will be off too. The specific illumination scale of sensor action can be controlled by circuit adjustment 
reasonably. 
4. Summary 
Not only can we control one classroom solely, but also control more classrooms by accepting the 
PLCBUS composed illumination energy saving system it can be organized flexibly so it is easy to expand 
their function to meet the requirements of complicated classroom. It uses electric line of force to 
transmitted as internals so it can save a lot of wire laying costs. Not only can we save energy by using this 
control system, but also improve the quality of teaching management. This system can put into use whether 
a new teaching building or an old teaching building and has a strong flexibility and stability .If the system 
will be accessed to lighting sensor it can be adjusted to illumination scale without manual intervention 
between different lighting illumination transducers scales , We need a lot of work to do in the future.. 
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